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Scenografia E Scenotecnica Per Il Teatro
Può un ‘contesto storico’ entrare in rapporto dialettico tra le ragioni della sua conservazione e
le esigenze pratiche per soddisfare le necessità del nostro tempo? Il problema è
particolarmente difficile da affrontare per via della estraneità degli elementi tecnologici e di
alcune loro finalità rispetto a strutture che in origine ne erano prive. Esso non è solamente
materia tecnologica, ma rappresenta un aspetto rilevante nell’ambito della loro tutela e
valorizzazione dal punto di vista culturale, teorico e pratico. La complessità del tema
rappresenta per il progettista una sfida. Con il suggerimento di un percorso metodologico
fondamentale per l’elaborazione di un progetto rivolto al miglioramento e/o all’inserimento
degli ‘elementi tecnologici’ (impianti storici, sistemi d’illuminazione, sicurezza antincendio,
efficienza energetica e microclima, dispositivi di collegamento verticale in edifici e in ambiti
urbani e paesaggistici) si vuole solo indicare la strada verso la ‘buona’ architettura
rivolgendosi a tutti gli operatori coinvolti. Per questo motivo è importante affiancare alla mera
prassi operativa, un corretto approccio culturale al fine di definire un progetto di qualità.
1060.256
Newly-discovered evidence underpins this comprehensive account of the creation and staging
of the earliest surviving 'opera', Euridice.
I pensieri sono come foglie al vento, nascono legati a noi, nella nostra mente, poi una volta
pensati volano liberi nell’aria leggeri, fluttuano e fanno giri strani, percorsi insoliti, inaspettati
come se non volessero mai cadere a terra, come se volessero una vita propria, un’esistenza
indipendente da chi li ha pensati e generati, una sorta di rivolta dei pensieri contro il pensatore.
Alla fine però esausti cadono giù, su un foglio, dietro il tratto insicuro di una penna e si fissano
sulla carta, guadagnandosi, come tutte le cose e gli oggetti materiali che ci circondano,
l’immortalità. Loro resteranno anche quando noi ce ne andremo, cambieranno posto o
proprietario ma vivranno per sempre. con Prefazione di Francesco Gazzè
Renaissance Fun is about the technology of Renaissance entertainments in stage machinery
and theatrical special effects; in gardens and fountains; and in the automata and self-playing
musical instruments that were installed in garden grottoes. How did the machines behind these
shows work? How exactly were chariots filled with singers let down onto the stage? How were
flaming dragons made to fly across the sky? How were seas created on stage? How did
mechanical birds imitate real birdsong? What was ‘artificial music’, three centuries before
Edison and the phonograph? How could pipe organs be driven and made to play themselves
by waterpower alone? And who were the architects, engineers, and craftsmen who created
these wonders? All these questions are answered. At the end of the book we visit the lost
‘garden of marvels’ at Pratolino with its many grottoes, automata and water jokes; and we
attend the performance of Mercury and Mars in Parma in 1628, with its spectacular stage
effects and its music by Claudio Monteverdi – one of the places where opera was born.
Renaissance Fun is offered as an entertainment in itself. But behind the show is a more
serious scholarly argument, centred on the enormous influence of two ancient writers on these
subjects, Vitruvius and Hero. Vitruvius’s Ten Books on Architecture were widely studied by
Renaissance theatre designers. Hero of Alexandria wrote the Pneumatics, a collection of
designs for surprising and entertaining devices that were the models for sixteenth and
seventeenth century automata. A second book by Hero On Automata-Making – much less well
known, then and now – describes two miniature theatres that presented plays without human
intervention. One of these, it is argued, provided the model for the type of proscenium theatre
introduced from the mid-sixteenth century, the generic design which is still built today. As the
influence of Vitruvius waned, the influence of Hero grew.
Dai raffinati ‘ingegni’ quattrocenteschi di Brunelleschi alla complessità delle ricerche legate
alla luce nelle Avanguardie primo novecentesche, con uno sguardo alle potenzialità messe a
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disposizione dalle nuove tecnologie, Cristina Grazioli ripercorre l’itinerario compiuto dalla luce
a teatro mettendo a segno acquisizioni tecniche e innovazioni estetiche.
This volume critically challenges the current creative city debate from a historical perspective.
In the last two decades, urban studies has been engulfed by a creative city narrative in which
concepts like the creative economy, the creative class or creative industries proclaim the status
of the city as the primary site of human creativity and innovation. So far, however, nobody has
challenged the core premise underlying this narrative, asking why we automatically have to
look at cities as being the agents of change and innovation. What processes have been at
work historically before the predominance of cities in nurturing creativity and innovation was
established? In order to tackle this question, the editors of this volume have collected case
studies ranging from Renaissance Firenze and sixteenth-century Antwerp to early modern
Naples, Amsterdam, Bologna, Paris, to industrializing Sheffield and nineteenth-and twentieth
century cities covering Scandinavian port towns, Venice, and London, up to the French technoindustrial city Grenoble. Jointly, these case studies show that a creative city is not an objective
or ontological reality, but rather a complex and heterogenic "assemblage," in which material,
infrastructural and spatial elements become historically entangled with power-laden
discourses, narratives and imaginaries about the city and urban actor groups.
Scenografia e scenotecnica per il teatroGremese EditoreScenografia e scenotecnica per il
cinemaManuale di scenografia e scenotecnica per la TvGremese EditoreScenotecnica per il
cinema e la TvGremese EditoreStaging 'Euridice'Theatre, Sets, and Music in Late
Renaissance FlorenceCambridge University Press

1257.42
This volume explores the dense networks created by diplomatic relationships between
European courts and aristocratic households in the early modern age, with the
emphasis on celebratory events and the circulation of theatrical plots and practitioners
promoted by political and diplomatic connections. The offices of plenipotentiary
ministers were often outposts providing useful information about cultural life in foreign
countries. Sometimes the artistic strategies defined through the exchanges of couriers
were destined to leave a legacy in the history of arts, especially of music and theatre.
Ministers favored or promoted careers, described or made pieces of repertoire available
to new audiences, and even supported practitioners in their difficult travels by planning
profitable tours. They stood behind extraordinary artists and protected many stage
performers with their authority, while carefully observing and transmitting precious
information about the cultural and musical life of the countries where they resided.
Members of the Moravian Church who settled in North Carolina were meticulous record
keepers, documenting almost every aspect of their day-to-day lives. A significant part of
those records is preserved in the form of photographs. Moravian photographers-both
professional and amateur-created an enduring legacy by capturing their society and
surroundings in faithful detail. Their photographs, which record the towns of Bethabara,
Bethania, Salem, Friedberg, Hope, and Friedland, as well as other communities
throughout the state, provide a rare glimpse into the historic world of Moravian life in
North Carolina.
This long-awaited bibliography of recent books about theatre architecture, scenography
and costume, published with the support of Belgian Ministry of Culture and the «Théâtre
& Publics» Association, has been prepared in collaboration with experts in five
languages: English, French, German, Italian and Russian. This extensive bibliography,
which meets the demands of the International Theatre Institute organizations and the
International Organization of Scenographers, Theatre Architects and Technicians, will
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prove useful to theatre practitioners as well as to confirmed or young theatre scholars.
Cette bibliographie rassemble un choix d'ouvrages sur le théâtre et l'architecture, la
scénographie, le costume. Elle a bénéficié de la collaboration d'experts internationaux
(anglais, français, allemands, italiens et russes). Répondant à la demande de l'IIT
(Institut international du théâtre) et de l'OISTAT (Organisation internationale des
scénographes, techniciens et architectes de théâtre), cette bibliographie en cinq
langues est un précieux outil pour tout praticien et théoricien du théâtre.

Guido Guerzoni presents the results of fifteen years of research into one of the
more hotly debated topics among historians of art and of economics: the history
of art markets. Dedicating equal attention to current thought in the fields of
economics, economic history, and art history, Guerzoni offers a broad and farreaching analysis of the Italian scene, highlighting the existence of different forms
of commercial interchange and diverse kinds of art markets. In doing so he
ranges beyond painting and sculpture, to examine as well the economic drivers
behind architecture, decorative and sumptuary arts, and performing or ephemeral
events. Organized by thematic areas (the ethics and psychology of consumption,
an analysis of the demand, labor markets, services, prices, laws) that cover a
large chronological period (from the 15th through the 17th century), various
geographical areas, and several institution typologies, this book offers an
exhaustive and up-to-date study of an increasingly fascinating topic.
This volume is dedicated to "Serenata and Festa Teatrale in 18th Century
Europe", especially to the production of this music-dramatic genre at the courts
on the Iberian Peninsula, in Italy, and the Holy Roman Empire where it was an
integral part of court ceremonials and a privileged ritual of repraesentatio
maiestatis. The 16 studies on patrons and artists, exceptional events and local
traditions, reveal highly interesting material for the research on these up to now
largely neglected genre. Any approach to these works full of metaphors, symbols
and allusions has to take into account the context of the celebration and the
resulting multiplicity of aspects: choice of themes, dramaturgical forms, textual
and musical structures, vocal and instrumental ensembles, and the various
options regarding the stage apparatus. "Serenata and Festa Teatrale in 18th
Century Europe", edited by Iskrena Yordanova (Lisbon) and Paologiovanni
Maione (Naples), inaugurates the series "Cadernos de Queluz", a subseries of
"Specula Spectacula" by Don Juan Archiv Wien.
BEATRICE PALMA VENETUCCI Il rilievo magico di Horus su coccodrillo ANITA
MARGIOTTA La scoperta dell'Ercole Mastai Righetti fra archeologia e fotografia
FABIO BETTI Le mensole lignee scolpite del Palazzo Caetani di Fondi: storia di
un fortunato recupero STEFANO PIERGUIDI Marcello Sacchetti, Francesco
Valguarnera e il Ratto delle Sabine di Pietro da Corton
ANGELAMARIAD'AMELIO, Memorie pubbliche e private nelle caricature di
Giuseppe Barberi LUCIA PIRZIO BIROLI STEFANELLI Intorno al "Cammeo
Gonzaga", la montatura di Giuseppe Valadier NICOLETTA CARDANO In
aggiunta a Pietro Canonica ALESSANDRA IMBELLONE Chi l'ha vista? Lucia
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Malvezzi, una scultrice francese a Roma fra 1936 e 1944 ALVAR GONZÀLEZ
PALACIOS Un argento di Luigi Valadier in ricordo di Fabrizio Apolloni, antiquario
romano ISABELLA COLUCCI Gli affreschi di Polidoro da Caravaggio e Maturino
da Firenze del Casino del Bufalo. Addenda documentaria sui restauri
(1885-2007) CARLA BENOCCI Una lumaca di Gian Lorenzo Bernini a Villa Doria
Pamphilj: dai furti al restauro CARLA MARANGONI Il "nuovo"Museo Civico di
Zoologia
This book looks at various important events relating to the poetics of light in
theatre production in the West in the twentieth century, from the great reformists
at the beginning of the century to contemporary artists such as Josef Svoboda,
Alwin Nikolais and Robert Wilson. The intention isn't to outline a somewhat
comprehensive history of stage lighting, instead it is an attempt to identify some
basic issues concerning its use. Lighting issues are unshackled from the limited
contexts of technique and image, where they often end up only to be relegated,
and examined in the context of the performance's space/time structure, poetic
and dramatic construction, and the relationship with the performer. A section
dedicated to the theatrical work of the author outlines the distinctive point of view
behind the book, regarding the creative processes and the operational
relationship with technique. The title Active Light is a direct reference to Adolphe
Appia who, at the end of the nineteenth century, was one of the first to deal with
the issue of light explicitly as an artistic issue in theatre, with his own writings and
creations. As far as Appia was concerned lumiere active was expressive light,
creating shapes, forming poetic matter and dramatic substance."
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